Films for Health: an Indo-Swiss Partnership
Cinema, Health and Social Content:
Experience of Indian and Swiss Partners

**Astu - So Be It**
Screening of award-winning film
March 31, 18:30-22:00
Stadtkino, Basel
Experience of caregivers and family of an aging parent with dementia in Pune, India. A retired Sanskrit scholar with Alzheimer’s dementia is by turns philosophical, wise, loving, angry and childlike. Discussion with directors Sumitra Bhave and Sunil Sukthankar and principal actor Mohan Agashe and cocktails to follow.

**Symposium**
April 1, 8:30-17:00
Hotel Bildungszentrum 21, Basel
Spotlight on health and social content in cinema, the experience of Indian partners, as well as health, education and scientific communication from Indian and Swiss perspectives.